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Root words with dict in them

dict &amp; dic ROOT-words are DIC &amp; DICT which mean SAY &amp; DECLARE. It's a good ROOT of your own and opens the door to many necessary words. You'll recognize him without difficulty. Notice the change in the pronunciation of words 13-17. The c sound is completely omitted. DICT = DIT. 1. Dictation :
DIC tate (dik' tate) v. Command; advertise it; as it dictates in Article 2 of the Act. Dictator : DICT ator (dik' tate r) n. Who commands; absolute ruler 3. Dictation : DICTation (dik tay' shun) n. Authoritative command; as dictation 4. Presentation : DIC tion (dik' shun) n. Language; choice of words; like, fine speaking 5.
Dictionary : DIC tionary (dik' shu nare ee) n. Dictated : DICT um (dik' tum) n. A dictator's statement 7. Dictatorship : DICT atorship (dik tate' or ship) n. The rule of a dictator is 8. Dictator : give me DICT atorial (dik ta tore' ee al). In the nature of a dictator, 9. Against the opposite : contra DICT (kon tra dikt') v. To speak out;
declare the wrong 10th Sign: DIC ate (in' di kate) v. Point out; It's an error 11. Indication: in dic (di kay' shun) n. A sign; like the 12th sign. Indicator : DIC atorban (in' di kate r) n. Which points to some kind of 13th-century man. Indictment : charged with assault in DICT (in dite') v. 14. Indictment : the DICT went in
(dite'ment) n. The prize; as an indictment of a 15-year-'s murder. Can be picked up: give the DICT capable (dite' a b'l). He could be charged as a crime 16. Indict: The DICT er (in dite' er) n. Who's charging him with assault 17. Indictment: in DICT ee (a die tee') n. The one who's charged in stanyear 18. Indicative: give in
dic (dik'). Pointing out; 19. notification. Prediction : pre DICT ion (pre dik' shun) n. The 20th of a prophecy. Malediction : male DICT ion (mal e dik' shun) n. Words of ill will; a curse etymologyHOME PAGE The Latin root word dict and version of dic both mean, say.. Let me say a few words about this useful English word
root. Have you ever thought about the origin of the word dictionary? Dictionaries help you pronounce or spell words correctly, in addition to providing other word information, such as definitions and word results. Are you addicted to reading the dictionary? If so, you said or stated that you love it. Some people try to predict



events before they happen, thereby saying what will happen before they actually do. Did your school have a farewell speech that gave you a valedictive speech at your high school graduation? If so, he may have dictated or said his speech to a friend who wrote it out for him. The speech itself was probably dedicated or
spoken to graduate class members. The judgment of the truth said The jury that decides whether the defendant is on trial is innocent or guilty. If the defendant is justified every school year, he is said to be free of all charges against him. The jury might as well indicate or say he's guilty. Only the reckless would be the
question of what a dictator says, because he gets the ultimate say in everything. In fact, talking up in a way can put you in quite an awkward or dangerous situation because you'd have said something before thinking about what the consequences might be! I have now devoted enough time to saying things about the root
words dict and dict. But go ahead and thumb in the dictionary and see how many additional words indicate that this is a useful root! dictionary: says how to say words addicted: speaks strongly toward something to predict: let's say they contradict in advance: say against valedictorian: who says goodbye dictates: say
words another dedicates: say another judgment: speak the truth justifies: let's say you are free of something indicates: let's say you are a known dictator: sayer the rules are embarrassing: result if one speaks too quickly, or before it should order to continue enjoying our site Please confirm your identity as a person.
Thank you so much for your cooperation. everything from YOU we create every session just for you. Nothing in the box! Move forward with word travel in a quick, easy step. Focus on learning what's important to you; We'll control progress behind the scenes. LearnThatWord is a complete solution. We're your virtual
mother, you serve all your needs, and we'll help you be the best you can be. I'm Wordgenie™ WordGenie, the personal trainer. Your verbal wish is my command! Unleash my power, my dear master. Everything is arranged for you, one click magic! Let me guide you on your word travel to move forward in well-planned,
logical steps. What makes me such a magical force? Learning more than 30 vocabulary experts. In-depth analysis of millions of texts. He's been tormenting the words for years. Sleepless sleepless nights, dancing in databases. multi-media Discover the context, nuances and flavours of each word to learn how to use it.
All quizzes are integrated into the Open Dictionary of English, ODE. This is the richest and most interesting student dictionary. Discover your words through: Videos Images Pronunciation from around the world 100s examples of use Idioms and limericks Interactive thesaurus Definitions from multiple sources Translations
in 37 languages Synonyms, Antonimas Words rhyme Origin and root word information Verb Congreating Tutoring posts and trivia smartprogress You want results, not busy work! With LearnThatWord, each session is targeted, interesting, and only You. We check out words you know so you can focus your energy on
those that need more exercise. Your personalized learning plan presents the right words for review at the right time. Get lasting results 10x faster than any other vocabulary test tool. fastquizzes sessions are lightning fast and carefree. We don't depend on tricks or influences to make meetings fun. Our members love
them for their intelligent design and efficiency. You'll appreciate the rapid progress you've made even more than the rewards and awards you've earned. Enhance your skills in your privacy, at your own speed, without any grades, pressure, or embarrassed. lastingresults A word becomes a vocabulary as you learn it by
heart. This is the moment when you don't have to think about it before you use it. Once you reach this level of auto, the word will be yours forever. You'll never forget it. LearnThatWord is the only fully managed solution that creates this autosensity. You can correspond to each word several times over time and discover
the nuances and flavors. Our multimedia resources bring words to life. Proven testing methods, accelerated adaptive and personalized coaching to your stick. New words become vocabulary that takes you forward. We're so confident in the results, we guarantee them! nonprofit Our goal is to empower you by giving you
the vocabulary you need to succeed in trust. We provide unlimited free tutoring for students around the world. Update at any time to enjoy premium features. Premium members support our global literacy campaign Vocabulary Junction and expand the dictionary for collaborative learners. Java games: Cards, matching,
concentration, and word search. 10 words that focus on the Greek/Latin root dict AB contradicts to speak out against dictation, what is written as someone talking dictatora lead full power dictionthe as he some words express dictionarya manual about words dictuma judge's decision or decision decrees to explain the law
or order indictment of the jury to accuse someone of crime predictto tell what will happen before it occurs sentencing decision the jury found 318 words containing dictated. Browse the Scrabble Word Finder, words with friends cheat dictionary and WordHub word solver to find words that contain dictated. Or use the
Decipher word solver to find the best possible game! Related: Words that begin with dictation, words that end up in dict Scrabble Words With Friends WordHub crossword puzzle addict cause addict to become addicted to dictating counter-dictator dictionary dictate dictator dictionary dictates sentence in glory, in which
something expressed in words addicted to dictaphone dictate dictator dictate dictator Dictionary Dictograph edict interdict predict judgment edict official or authentic manifesto addict contradicts dictaphone dictate dictator lecture dictionary Dictograph edict interdict predict judgment dictate guiding principle addict
dictaphone dictate dictator lecture cancellation dictionary Dictograph edict predict judgment contradict to prove negative; show that false addict contradicts dictaphone dictate dictator lecture dictionary Dictograph edict predict judgment predict predict pre-telling dependent contradicts dictaphone dictate dictator lecture
dictionary Dictograph edict interdict predict judgment dictator is a ruler, who does not limit the law addict contradiction dictaphone dictate dictator speech dictionary Dictograph edict predict judgment dictionary a reference book containing alphabetical list of words addict contradictory dictaphone dictate dictator speech
dictionary Dictograph edict predict verdict verdict findings of the jury submitted questions that the decision addict contradicts the dictaphone dictate dictator lecture dictionary Dictograph edict interdict predict judgment
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